NEW! DARS Report DA4010CP – u.achieve Batch Audits
(for running multiple audits with TEXT ONLY output in one file)
This report will allow you to run audits for multiple students and the resulting output will
produce all the audits in one TEXT file. NOTE: This does not work with PDF audits.
This report is intentionally built for situations where schools need to print larger
batches of audits. IMPORTANT: The two-column text output of the audit that you
can view in the Process Monitor is A MESS!! However, the messiness goes away
when you PRINT.
See ‘Use COM Table’ instructions below for producing a more viewable one-column
text audit.
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The parameters available are as follows:
Report
Parameter
Batch load
report ID
(Doubleclick):

Parameter Value Description/Options

Used to run a batch of DARS audits using GR_Output functionality.
Double click in this field to access the UT2202UI – GR Report Index
screen. Documentation for Batch Audit processing is at:
http://www.dars.mntransfer.org/support/documents/pdf/Running_Batc
h_AuditsDA4001CP.pdf
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Tech ID of
Student (up
to 25):

Enter either the Tech ID of the student(s) whose audit(s) you wish to
run. Tech ID may be entered without the leading zeroes. Multiple
Tech ID’s may be entered with any of these separators:

Space
 . (period)
 , (comma)
Up to 25 Tech ID’s may be entered at one time.
Use COM
Table:

Left blank, the xxBAT Com is the default communications table
that will run (where xx = your two character school code) for this
report ONLY. The following COM settings have been
inserted/changed in order to produce a two-column TEXT audit.
 INITFLG = I
 INSTITLE1 = space
 INSTITLE2 = space
 MAIL = 0000
 MAILPAGE = <blank>
 NHEAD = 6
 NLP = 63
 NMAIL = 0000
If you want a one-column text audit, you should force your
xxMNS com (where xx = your two character school code).
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Degree
Program:

Normally left blank so that audit is run for the Degree(s), Major(s),
Concentrations and Minors of record in ST1100UG - Area Study/Int
tab.
May also ‘force’ a major, by entering a value exactly matching the
DProg value in DARS of the audit you wish to run. (ex. BS ACCT or
DIP AUTO). NOTE: If you force a major and do not force a Catalog
YRTR, the audit will be run with the current YRTR associated with the
date you are running the audit.
If you want to run a batch of audits Complete/w No In-progress
courses a COM field NOREPORT with Value = C can be added
(perhaps to xxGRA (where xx = your two character school code) for a
one column text audit or clone the xxBAT COM (where xx = your two
character school code) and create a new COM to force for two
column text audits). This report will be prepared ONLY for those
students who have met ALL the requirements AND have no "in
progress" courses used to meet any of the non-optional requirements.
This option makes it possible to prepare reports only for "completely"
completed students. (See page 6 for this and other NOREPORT
option settings.)
Force
Catalog
YRTR:
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Left blank, when not forcing a Degree Program, this value will come
from the DARS Catalog field in ST1100UG Area Study/Int tab for the
degree/major record(s), unless:
 Your institution uses a different value for the audit catalog.
 A different catalog has been set for this student and this
degree program in the Student Record (Joe Cool) Program
table in DARS.
You may force a different catalog year/term, but must use a valid
ISRS year/term value (ex. 20043 for Fall 2003)
Once you’ve entered the desired parameters, go to the Process Monitor. Once the
Status shows ‘Complete’ click the View button:

From the next screen, you should choose the Print/Email Report button:
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To print, enter your Printer ID in the Print Queue field and ‘Accept’ or click Green check
mark.

To print two-sided reports, instead of HP16P, enter HP16P2X:

Changing the audit run options to limit returned audits using COM
setting of NOREPORT
NOREPORT = C
Run only for “completely completed students” – reports only prepared for students who
have met ALL requirements AND have no ‘in-progress’ courses used to meet any nonoptional requirements.
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NOREPORT = F
Run only for “incomplete students” – report only prepared for students who HAVE NOT
MET all requirements.

NOREPORT = P
Run only for students who have met ALL requirements – makes a general screening run
for students who meet selection criteria.
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